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Description
There are no universal products....

I do think so, that each is specialized, even so open as tikiwiki, any user of products try will to connect with others specialized products.

In fact the connection between systems takes a long, long time because, a product uses an implicit meta-vue of real, so there is a core of meta-model of datas which is progressively developed and connection are more and more simple, they become an element of culture of a community more and more large. This take decennies. This begin to exists for

• text calendar and tasks with ics files structure (but there is a confusion between taskd and event which generates a lot of bugs),

• text with ldap models for address management etc...
• text various contexts
About this my proposal is about calendar, task, and workflow is to have a bi-directional connection of the calendar and tasks.

Why bi-directional, because tikiwiki is an information generator that can be hold with ics shared files, and these must be easily connected with coherent others tasks and events that can be managed by specialized tools.

The main tikiwiki purpose is production of text and documents, may be it can go to GED (management of electronics documents), but technical documents have too specialized tools for technical document production etc...

But I don't see any (many but that can be solved) reason not to link a tiki event linked with a date held by GanttProject (xml clear structure) and/or ics.

You will find the same with links with thunderbird calendard (oriented mail communication), SUGARCMR (relation and commercial action) yet connected with thunderbird and tikiwiki.

The main tools are ics and xml (complex structures for ganttProject)

This is future, this must be well thought because in these domain an error can generate year of delays.

I hope to have launched some ideas able to identify axis.

These are ways of work

Importance
3

Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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